WELCOME TO OLD TOWN SCHOOL OF FOLK MUSIC
We are pleased to present Old Town School of Folk Music’s 2015 Annual Report. This was a very successful year for the School, during which we passed several significant milestones. We are delighted to report that 2015 ended with an operating surplus of $590,000 — the third consecutive year with a budgetary surplus. As a result of this financial stability and consistent performance, we were able to retire the last of the construction bonds for the new East Building in December, making Old Town School of Folk Music debt-free once again. Throughout 2015, the board, administrative staff and faculty have engaged in an extensive strategic planning exercise, resulting in the adoption of our new plan in January 2016. It is a very forward-looking agenda, which proposes a deep level of engagement across our city in the development and delivery of our programs. To facilitate this process, the School created a new Department of Engagement and Innovation, which is already generating significant results. A summary of the Strategic Plan is appended to this report.

As ever, this success would be impossible without the dedication of our board of directors, teaching artists, staff, volunteers, students, concertgoers and donors. We thank you for your participation in the community of Old Town School, and look forward to taking the next steps together.

Bau Graves, Executive Director
Kish Khemani, Board President
ORGANIZATIONAL SNAPSHOT

Founded in 1957, Old Town School of Folk Music’s unique come-as-you-are style of music and arts education reaches thousands of people throughout Chicago each year. As the largest community art school in the United States, the School teaches and celebrates music and cultural expressions rooted in the traditions of American global communities, offering a wide range of music, dance, and visual arts courses. Each year, nearly 16,000 unique students choose from more than 3,900 accredited classes and 6,200 private lessons in our catalog. Additionally, 200+ concerts reach an audience of more than 100,000 each year, highlighting a diverse roster of local, national and international touring artists.

The Old Town School owns and operates two campuses situated in Lincoln Square and Lincoln Park, which include the 400-seat Gary & Laura Maurer Concert Hall and 150-seat Myron R. Szold Hall, along with classrooms, two music stores and cafes, as well as a resource center which houses over 20,000 recordings, books and other archived collections. More than 300 teachers and staff, 3,000 members, and over 400 volunteers aid in the effort at these locations. Square Roots, the annual music and craft beer festival produced by the School in partnership with the Lincoln Square Ravenswood Chamber of Commerce, brings in diverse musical acts, craft beer aficionados and music lovers from all over Chicago and the Midwest.

In addition to the Lincoln Square and Lincoln Park campuses, the School served more than 3,900 children and teens through Artist-In-Residence Programs in 18 different Chicago Public Schools, community centers and other facilities. To make our programs accessible to as many people as possible, the School annually provides more than $200,000 in financial aid to help children and adults alike enrich their lives through classes in music, dance and the arts.
EDUCATION PROGRAM
ENROLLMENTS

- Infants and Toddlers (Birth – 5 years) 9,410 23%
- Children (6 – 12 years) 8,336 20%
- Teens (13 – 19 years) 2,484 6%
- Adults (20+ years) 21,338 51%

TOTAL STUDENT COUNT 41,568

Note: Total does not include School Field Trips, ticketed performances, Artistic Engagement Services, Square Roots, nor Domestic and International Partnerships.

ATTENDEES BY
PROGRAM TYPE

- Group Classes 29,222 16%
- Private Lessons 6,223 3%
- Camps 240 <1%
- Workshops and Intensives 2,136 1%
- School Partnerships and Outreach Programs 3,983 2%
- School Field Trips 10,447 6%
- Ticketed Performances 59,075 32%
- Artist Engagement Services 33,125 18%
- Square Roots Festival 30,000 16%
- Domestic and International Partnerships: Performances and Classes 5,130 3%
- Iron Heart Chicago 6,000 3%

TOTAL ATTENDANCE 185,581

GROUP CLASS
REGISTRATIONS

- Wiggleworms 6,762 23%
- Kids Music & Art 3,672 13%
- Teen Music 501 2%
- Banjo 579 2%
- Dance 3,918 13%
- Ensemble 2,675 9%
- Fiddle 461 2%
- Guitar 6,321 22%
- Voice 1,486 5%
- Other 2,847 10%

TOTAL REGISTRATIONS 29,222
OUTREACH PROGRAMS

Guitars for Growth

Our Guitars for Growth program provides music instruction in electric guitar and bass to 450 incarcerated youth at the Cook County Juvenile Temporary Detention Center. This program seeks to empower students by cultivating music literacy, historical and creative understanding, emotional awareness and stewardship.

Artist Engagement Services

Artist Engagement Services provided performing and teaching artists for more than 680 concerts, classes and workshops at both public and private events. Highlights include our participation in:

- Chicago Botanic Garden’s various summer concert series
- Exceptional Wiggleworms at National Lekotek Center
- Chicago Park District’s Toddlers, Tunes, & Turtles events as well as Concerts in the Park at the Welles Park Gazebo and Polar Adventure Days
- Lincoln Park Zoo’s Locally Sourced concert series
- Pullman Travel, with live performances aboard the City of New Orleans
- Wiggleworms in Millennium Park’s Family Fun Tent all summer long
- Uptown Saturday Night free family concerts in Uptown
- Northbrook Public Library’s inaugural Family Concert Series
- Chicago Public Library’s One Book, One Chicago series at libraries city wide
- Assemblies at Ferst, a therapeutic day school, supporting students aged 7 to 21 years with diagnoses ranging from autism and intellectual disabilities to physical challenges and emotional disorders
- Partnership with Erikson Institute, providing professional development workshops for early childhood educators from China
- Music and Memories, a program of the Jewish United Fund which brings together families with young children and the elderly for singing and sharing
- So many special and memorable weddings, birthdays, marriage proposals and other private events; it is an honor to share in the milestone moments of so many Chicago families!

The School fosters ongoing relationships with organizations dedicated to providing lifelong learning as well as therapy services to our older citizens. We provided a weekly program at a dementia unit where patients regularly ‘awaken’ in ways their caregivers have not seen when exposed to music and encouraged to sing and dance along!

Bringing Music to Local Children’s Hospitals

Through generous funding and external partnerships, Old Town School of Folk Music is able to provide musical experiences for children and their families at each of these Chicagoland locations:

- University of Chicago Medicine Comer Children’s Hospital
- Shriners Hospital for Children
- Rush Children’s Hospital
- Ann & Robert H. Lurie Children’s Hospital of Chicago

Other Youth Outreach Programs

In collaboration with Carnegie Hall, Old Town School facilitated the Lullaby Project with students from Simpson Academy for Young Women, a Chicago Public School serving pregnant and parenting students from 6th through 12th grades. Young mothers worked with professional songwriters to create original lullabies for their babies. This powerful program culminated in a performance on the Old Town School’s stage, with full band accompaniment and recording.

Old Town School continues its long-term partnership with Chicago House, providing after-school music and enrichment experiences to more than 40 children impacted by HIV/AIDS.

We continue to serve children with special needs by providing tailored arts experiences at long-term partners Stuart G. Ferst School at the Anixter Center and Rush Day School at Rush University.
DISTRIBUTION OF FINANCIAL AID

- Adult/Teen Group Classes: $79,949 (34%)
- Kid Group Classes: $99,726 (46%)
- Private Lessons (adults and children): $44,602 (20%)

TOTAL REGISTRATIONS: $224,277

STUDENTS AWARDED FINANCIAL AID

- Adults: 246 (45%)
- Children: 264 (49%)
- Teens: 30 (6%)

TOTAL STUDENTS: 540
ARTIST-IN-RESIDENCE PROGRAMS

In 2015, more than 3,900 children participated in Artist-In-Residence and Wiggleworms-In-Residence Programs in 18 different Chicago Public Schools and at the Carole Robertson Center for Learning. Additionally, over 10,000 children attended our field trip events at Old Town School.

“We love our Artist-in-Residence partners. I continue to grow as a teacher because of this program.”

– Sharon West, music teacher, Hurley Elementary School

“I really liked seeing how some students who do not typically excel academically were able to shine and build confidence working with the teaching artist.”

– Barbara Karrel, classroom teacher, Hibbard Elementary School
SUMMER CAMPS

“Maddie accomplished things that I can honestly say would not have happened if it wasn’t for her being at that camp. All of the kids, they were AWESOME. They learned to be there for each other too. That is such a gift to teach kids.” –Teen camp parent

“This is the most positive camp experience he’s ever had. This was a Renaissance Man experience for him. You can discover something about yourself at this camp. There are so many different ways to show your talent.” –Donna, mom of Atticus

In 2015, 262 kids from around Chicago attended our various summer camps, including two, four-week sessions for 4 to 6 year olds and 7 to 11 year olds, a one-week intensive Fiddle Camp, as well as our newest offering: Teen Arts Camp, presented in eight consecutive, one-week intensives.
CONCERTS

More than 100,000 individuals attended 350+ Old Town School concerts in 2014. The following is a full listing of all concerts performed in 2014. *Indicates a World Music Wednesday show **Indicates a Global Dance Party show

JANUARY
Okee Dokee Brothers
Renaud Garcia-Fons*
Swing Brasiliero**
Dobet Gnahore
Chicago Reel*
Fabian y su Bachata**
April Verch
H’Sao*
Pine Leaf Boys**
Bill Frisell
Celebrating Jobim with Paulinho Garcia
Josefina Rozenwasser & Matias Albamonte*
Orkestar Balkanski **
Anais Mitchell

Dirk Powell & Riley Baugus
The Gypsy Influence *
Heather Malyuk & Dan MacDonald **
Hugh Masakela & Vusi Mahlasela
Bela Fleck & Abigail Washburn ▶

MARCH
Jodee Lewis
Choro de lá pra Cá *
Midge Ure
Dervish
Heartbeat *
Ben Ottewell
AfriCaribe **
Altan

Kreyol Roots **
Led Kaapana & Mike Kaawa
Los Folkloristas
The Good Lovelies

APRIL
Los Panaderos *
Patti Smith ▶
Feufollet **
Dom La Nena
Ron Sexsmith
Wanees Zarour Ensemble *
Kobo Town **
Cecy Santana & Renato Anesi
Jeffery Broussard
Steep Canyon Rangers
Gangstagrass
Virasat Trio *
Steve Poltz
Kolaam **
Jeremy Enigk
Maritime Festival
Illapu & Colombina Parra
Bill Evans & Alan Munde
Oscar Peñas *
Los Perros Cubanos **
eighth blackbird
Nellie McKay
Jay Farrar / Rhett Miller
Come Sunday *
Lagbaja

MAY
Kanikapila **
Runa/Chicago Reel
Dolly Varden
Celebracion de Mayo! con Corrientes Chicago
Gurrumul
Trio Brasileiro *
Age Rangers **
Vetiver / EDJ
Eric Bibb
Inti-illimani
Freddy Johnston
Strings in Spring *
Mark O’Connor
Still Life with Drumming
Armel an Hejer and Thomas Moisson *
Avishai Cohen
Poetic Pilgrimage and Sidewalk Chalk *
Ecos del Pacifico **
National Tap Day

FEBRUARY
Chinchano *
Salsa Congress **
Sons of the Never Wrong
Tu B’Shevat
Allotar *
Olivia Chaney / Mark Dvorak
Modou Sarr **
Lady Smith Black Mambazo ▶
Luciano Antonio *
Greil Marcus
Orpheus Hellenic **
Sones De Mexico & Billy Branch

Jerry Douglas Presents the Earls of Leicester
Alash
Justin Roberts
Joe Filisko & Eric Noden
The Nile Project
The Itals *
Paulo Padilha
Lloyd Cole
Carpacho y su Combo **
Sones de Mexico
Tom Paxton / Janice Ian
Juanito Pascual *

9
JUNE
Newpoli *
Andy Schumm and his Gin Bottle Four **
Jug Band Summit
Shawn Colvin / Marc Cohn
Ensemble Español *
Chicago Samba **
Kina Zoré *
Orquesta Victoria **
Ottmar Liebert
Nabori *
Tadashi Endo
Becca Stevens
Peruvian Folk Dance Center **
Gill Landry

NOVEMBER
Slide Guitar Masters of OTSFM
Paul Brady
Allos Musica Ensemble *
Doug Paisley / Joan Shelley
Esso Afrojam Funkbeat **
Matt Brown & Greg Reish
Elizabeth Mitchell
Villalobos Brothers *
Frazey Ford
JoshuaDavis
The Grascals
Strayhorn Fringe Festival
Cheryl Wheeler
David Bromberg
Baladino
Aysenur Kolivar *

JULY
Bonnie Prince Billy
Rickie Lee Jones
Phil Angotti & Tommi Zender perform Simon & Garfunkel
Iron Heart *

DECEMBER
Sabrina Lastman Project *
Can I Get an Amen **
Donna the Buffalo / Peter Rowan
Dr. Ralph Stanley and the Clinch Mountain Boys
Wiggleworms 30th Bday
John Erickson / Typhanie Monique
George Winston
Dos Santos Anti-Beat Orquesta **
Jim Lauderdale
Songs of Good Cheer
Over the Rhine
Gad Elmaleh
Jay Farrar with Greg Silsby
Jorma Kaukonen

AUGUST
Watkins Family Hour featuring Fiona Apple ▶
Margarita Laso
Kristin Lems
Sugarcreek Road
Tinariwen ▼
the Church

SEPTMBER
Off to Farofa *
Swing Brasiliero **
Paa Kow Band *
Tambours Sans Frontieres **
Glen Phillips
Aziz Samaoui *
Frank Quitero plus Samuel Ocean
Patty & the Buttons **
Tim Kubart & the Space Cadets
Mike Peters
Heritage Blues Orchestra
David Wilcox

OCTOBER
Chicago House Institute **
Vieux Farka Toure
Baudelaire
Duo Violao Brasil *
Rory Block
Yair Dalal
John Lennon Birthday

MARK KOZELKE
Orisha Dance Chicago **
Cowboy Junkies
Cactus Blossoms
The Church
Del Barber/Lilly Hiatt
Jorge Emmanuelli & Los Ancestros *
Irish Xmas in America
The Nut Tapper
Chris Potter

SHAKERS
Mike + Ruthy Band
Literary Lunatics
Simdi Ensemble
The Gloaming
Pigpen Theater Co.
Alasdair Fraser & Natalie Haas
Andreas Kapsalis & KOZM *
Helado Negro
Alejandro Ziegler Quartet **
The SteelDrivers
Dan Wilson
Dave Specter
Juan Medrano Cotito and Golpe Tierra *
Craig Finn
Samuel del Real **
Special Consensus
Cactus Blossoms
Ustad Shahid Parvez Khan
Donnie Fritts
Daniel Rojas and Arpeggio Latino *
Barbara Furtuna
Mr. Sun / Michael Miles Trio
Milk Carton Kids ▶
Spooky Singalong w/ Dreamtree Shakers

CAYITO Y LA DISTINGUIDA *
Julian Lage
3 Women and the Truth
Ethnic Dance & Nicolae Feraru **
Shemekia Copeland
Cactus Blossoms
Tom Rush
Nano Stern
Ho Etso Taiko and On Ensemble *

JORMA KAUKONEN
Co-sponsor of the 2016 NEWpoli Ball
More than 60 acts on 4 stages over 3 days marked the Square Roots Festival, July 10 – 12, 2015

squereroots.org
40 free performances by 6 diverse Chicago musicians at over 30 CTA train stations and other public spaces across Chicago.

ironheartchicago.org
As one of the most unique fundraising events in the city, Blue Jean Gala 2015 combined a roaming feast through five, top-rated Lincoln Square restaurants followed by a concert featuring legendary artist Randy Newman. With over 350 individuals in attendance, nearly $400,000 was raised to support Old Town School’s one-of-a-kind outreach programs and financial aid opportunities.
Old Town School of Folk Music partnered with Mesirow Financial for a special concert in the James C. Tyree Auditorium. Over 200 guests were in attendance for this downtown event featuring Jonas Friddle and the Majority. The event raised more than $17,000 to support the School’s education and outreach programs.
The School hosted its’ second annual Distinguished Teaching Artist Awards with a celebration at Morton’s Steakhouse. The awards were established to honor exemplary Old Town School teaching artists, nominated by their peers, displaying excellence as a teacher, leader and for their contribution to the Schools’ community culture. The Awards ceremony was followed by a benefit concert featuring Arlo Guthrie at Harris Theater for Music and Dance.
CORPORATE AND FOUNDATION DONORS  
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City of Chicago
Mayor Rahm Emanuel

CHICAGO DEPARTMENT OF
CULTURAL AFFAIRS & SPECIAL EVENTS

MAGELLAN CORPORATION
a SeaTrade company

PULLMAN RAIL JOURNEYS

MacArthur Foundation

The Joyce Foundation
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AND AFFILIATES
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This program is partially supported by a grant from the Illinois Arts Council Agency.
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BAIRD
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Mesrorow Financial

pwc

BDT CAPITAL PARTNERS

WBEZ 91.5
Alphawood Foundation
Paul M. Angell Family Foundation
Anonymous
APAP
Architectural Artifacts, Inc.
Baird
The Bastian Family Charitable Foundation
BDT Capital Partners
Beth Winer Management
Boeing
Martin and Mary L. Boyer Foundation
ComEd
Comer Family Fund
Chicago Community Trust
Chicago Tribune Foundation
D’Addario Foundation
Dentons
Deupree Family Foundation
Edward & Rose Donnell Foundation
Fork
Franczek Radelet P.C.
Graham Holdings Company
Irving Harris Foundation
Harris Theater for Music and Dance
Laurence E. Herman Family Foundation
Hoellen Family Foundation
James Huntington Foundation
James G. Hart Foundation
An IncentOvate Grant from the City of Chicago Department of Cultural Affairs & Special Events
The Charles Jacob Foundation
Jentes Family Foundation
The Joyce Foundation
JPMorgan Chase
Jubilation Foundation Fund of the Tides Foundation
Lakshmi Foundation
The Libra Foundation
Magellan Corporation
Martin Guitar Charitable Foundation
Maverick Wine Company
Robert R. McCormick Foundation
Mead Witter Foundation, Inc.
Mesirow Financial Corporation
Motorola
NEA
The Negaunee Foundation
Robert J. Neustadt Charitable Fund
Pearsall Family Foundation
Phalanx Capital Management and Christopher McGuire
The Albert Pick, Jr. Fund
Plante Moran
Polk Bros. Foundation
Pritzker Foundation
The Pritzker Traubert Family Foundation
Pullman Railway Journeys
PwC
Ravinia Capital
Revolutions Per Minute
RMB Capital Management Inc.
Rubens Family Foundation
The Seabury Foundation
Steans Family Foundation
T. Rowe Price
Thanksgiving Fund
Uncommon Ground
VOA Associates
The Walter Family Foundation
Winston & Strawn
Woodruff Financial
Farny Wurlitzer Foundation
Maxine and Jack Zarrow Family Foundation
ANNUAL INDIVIDUAL DONORS  Current as of 2015

$50,000 +
Don McLellan & Martina Keller
John Shea

$25,000 – 49,999
Anonymous (2)
Richard & Susan Kiphart
Gary & Laura Maurer

$10,000 – 24,999
Anonymous (2)
Dr. Manoochehr Darab,
In Honor of Mateo Mulcahy and Mehran Jallili
Kenneth & Stacy Drost
Barbara & Kenneth Kaufman
Anita Chandwaney-Khemani & Kish Khemani
Douglas & Catherine Knuth
Tom Liebman
Jim & Kay Mabie
Marshall Marcovitz
Tim D. Noel & Joni L. Noel
Gordon & Claire Prussian
Elizabeth & Timothy Simer
Robin Steans & Lenny Gail,
In Honor of Jim Kastenholz
Tomford-Grossman Family

$5,000 – 9,999
Anonymous (6)
In Loving Memory of Janet Malooley
Phil Collins
William Karnoscak & David Barnett
David Lentz & Donna Davies
Susan & James Maguire
Moran Family
Andy & Nancy Norton
Bryan Oakley
John & Julie Palmer
Ken Pelletier & Amanda Lao
Jamie & Leslie Rachlin
Douglas P. Regan & Kathy Brock
Stephanie D’Alessandro & David M. Rownd
Rick & Nancy Simon
David & Robin Small
Elizabeth Solaro & Joe Frank
Mike & Michelle Warner
James L. Wilson & Pamela Toler

$2,500 – 4,999
Anonymous (3)
Basil & Katharine Babcock
Gustavo Bamberger
Martha Cameron
David Fiske
Bob Friedman
Lauren & David Grossman
In Memory of Kenneth Guy
Julie & Scott G. Johnson
Mike & Rikki Jones
Thomas Kichler
Colleen Loughlin & John Sirek
Mimi & Scott Manzler
Pat & Michele Moran
Bob Neustadt
Krystyna Newman
Felicia & Frank Portner
Gayle & James Prete
Bryan Proctor & Aimee Walters
Susan & Peter Richman
Bob Riesman & Rachel Kaplan
Stacey & Damon Sather
In Memory of Sarajane Avidon, from Dick Simpson
Beth & Jim Stephens
Peter Strand & Nora Preece
Thomas Weirath
Cynthia Wolfson
Michael & Judy Zeddies

$1,500 – 2,499
Anonymous (7)
Phyllis & Mike Alberts
Scott Alsterda & Kate Abele
Robert Bacon & Joan Trueheart
Richard & Janice Bail
Mary Beth Berkoff & Brian Horwood
Denise Bindelglass
John Brix & Bette Rosenberg
Jon Buckland
Cindy & Stephen Cruise
Scott Eirinberg
Elizabeth Fiden
Stephen Futterer
John & Judy George
Teri Gidwitz & Perry Bax
Phyllis Gilfoyle
Sarah & Jonathan Graham
Ray & Anita Hartshorne
Joseph & Angela Holtzman
Eric & Michelle Jacobson
Ed Johnson
Jennifer & Brad Keck
Susan Kessell
Robert Knautz
Patricia & Edward Knod
George Levison
Paul Levy & Mia Park
Charles E. Merritt
Steven Schueppert & Erica Nelson
James M. & Susan Newcomb
Rob & Amanda Newman
Colm Foley & Amy Pagliarella
Jerry & Judi Paulson
Dan Pinkert & Freddie Greenberg
Tim Porter
Rhonda Rochambeau & Larry Shulman
Susan & David Schmid
Thomas P. Smith & Sherrie D. Gauley
Christina & Robert Smolen
Shauna Babcock & Gary Snyderman
Steve, Vivian, and Frank Thomas
Robert Weaver
Cliff Weber & Nancy Prussian-Weber
Linda & Michael Welsh
Katy Welter
Jack M. Whitney
Andrew & JoAnn Witherell

$1,000 – 1,499
Anonymous (2)
Anita Andre
Bruce Beatus & Kassie Davis
Mike & Sarah Bernstein
Lori Bucciero
William & Eileen Bush
Paul & Amy Carbone
Leona & Doug Dancer
Timothy L. & Catherine W. Davis
John & Elena DiGiovanni
Peter M Duffy
Linda & Leo Gordon
Jim & Marianne Hayes
Jessica Hehmeyer
Hauser-Ross Charitable Fund,
In Honor of Ed Holstein
In Memory of Fred Holstein
Tem Horwitz
Mark Ishaug & Micah Krohn
Eugenie & Lael F. Johnson
Suzanne & Dan Kanter
In honor of James Kastenholz
Julie Koerner
Alan Legrand & Penel Van Eynde
Diane & Alejandro Longoria
Janet & Andrew Lubetkin
Paul Lucas & Carla Arnell
Mr. & Mrs. David K. Mabie
Eric & Robin Maddix
Herbert J. Marros
Laura Martin
Elizabeth & Jim Masterson
Gordon & Meridyth McIntosh
Charlie Moles & Kathy Harrington
Albert Nemcek
Mike & Kristin O’Connor
James Perlman
Katherine Platis
Ethel Polk
Joseph Rafson
David Reinisch & Julie Kiefer Fund
Juan Pablo Reyes & Claudia Chocano
Lifton-Rosofsky Family
Mr. & Mrs. Harrison I. Steans
Lee Stufflebeam, In Honor of Bob Arthur, Magellan Corporation
Tom & Catherine Taber
Fran Tuite
James N. & Katherine W. Zartman
Heather Zimmerman

$500 – 999
Anonymous (2)
Mark Amdur
Sachin Amin
Arthur & Rebecca Anderson
Stacey Bashara
Maurice & Lois Beznos
Steven Bialer
Michael & Maria Boisvert
Michael & Denise Brown
Toni Burt
Maryclaire Collins
Matthew Corcoran
Albert & Susan D’Andrea
Elizabeth Davis
Ryan Douglas
Michael & Christina Drouet
Sheron Elopere
Leonard Essex
Christine Foh
Arthur Fox
Diane Frazier-Pugh
Paul Gaynor
Matt Gehringer & Su Metzel
Ray & Susan Gillette
Michael Glass
Catherine Goldthorpe
Howard & Sara Hamilton
Lawrence E. Strickling & Sydney L. Hans
Andrew Havey
Cynthia Heusing
Scott Hite
Andrew Isgrig & Susan Solomon
Mary E Ittelson
David & Annette Jaberg
Bill Jacobs
Jay & Christine Jarvie
Ella Jenkins
Rhonda Kokot
Stephen & Sheri Korbet
Lee LaBine
Caroline Linder
John Locallo
John Lundquist
Thomas & Harlene Matyas
Rebecca McLane
Bruce Meier
Richard Mesirow
Stephen Morris
John O’Donnell
Gary Ontko
Ted Oppenheimer & Susan Munaker
Gordon & Eva Pan
Marshall Peck
Heidi & Jon Picard
Kate Platis
Jan Reed
Elspeth Revere & Bruce Calder
Boyd Rice
Sam & Rebecca Rodgers
Thomas & Catherine Roljes
Bonnie Rothman
Bettylu & Paul Saltzman
Steve Saunders
Stephanie Schrodt
Kerry Sheehan
Kathleen Smith
Merrill Smith
Scott Smith
Laura Stein
Fred & Nikki Will Stein
Steve Steinmeyer
Darrin Thomas
Anthony Tran
Rick Tuttle
The Tyler Family
Cynthia Vahlkamp & Bob Kenyon
Spencer Vidulich
Adrian Walters
Lon Wehrle
Rick & Karen Weiland
Rodd Zolkos & Kathy Willhoite

$250 – 499
Anonymous
David Altman
Karen & Kimball Anderson
Paul Andrews
Mike Anger
Mark Atkinson
Kathleen Austin
David & Jane Baldwin
Wendy Balogh
Ed Bancroft
Elaina Basabe
Adam Benson
Kay Berkon
Diane Blumensaadt
Nancy J Bothne
Miriam Braganza
William & Mary Breen
Denise & Mike Brown
Robert Buist
Janice & Ray Burnham
Kevin & Michelle Cahoon
Cory & Joe Cancila
Debra Chapman
Matthew Christian
Dr. Robert & Lynn M. Clark
Lynn & Jeff Coe
Sharon Conelly-Conklin
Joseph Cook
Kevin Crain
Peter Creticos
James Cubit
Angela D’Aversa
Linda M D’Amico
Helen Davis
Mark Dawson
Alexander & Francis Domanskis
Pete Douville
Mary Jane & Richard Drews
Justin Drogoz Smith
Robert & Reneé Druzinsky
Cynthia Dvorak
Carol Eastin
Janet Elson
Edward English
Kyle Fennell
Keith Fish
Lee Francis & Michelle Gittler
Ari Frede & Gail Stern
Karen Gahl-Mills
Nancy Gerrie
Linda Glass
Gaea Gomez Fidler
Kimberly Gottschall
Derek L Gover
Judith Graf
Megan Green
Kate Grossman
James Eric & Sally Guth
Deborah Guy
Jennifer Guy
Mike & kellie Halikitis
William Hamilton
Michael Hammer
James Harvey
Mary Ann Heist
Stuart Hertzberg
Sarah Holian & Christopher Grashoff
Walt House
Stan Hutchen
Bob Jackiewicz
Harry Johns
Kenneth Jones
Robert Joynt
Lori & Steve Kaufman
Michelle Kavoosi
Daniel & Laura Kelber
Cynthia Keller
William Kenworthy
Duane Koch
Carol Brindle Kayonagamitsu
Robert Konopken
Steve Kratochwill
David & Janet Kriz
Bill & Paula Lange
Carole Senderowitz
Scott Shore
Marc Silver
Cheryl & Craig Simon
Sisul Cholewa Family
Mary Ann Smego
Beverly Smulevitz
Janet Sorensen
Candace Staton
Mary Steinberg
Sarah Stewart
Frank Sullivan
Bob & Barbara Swanson
Daniel Tamayo
Elaine Taylor
Robert & Erika Toon
John W. Treece & Marci A. Eisenstein
George Tzioumis
Peggy Wagener
Linda Wallace
Michael R. Ward & Susan Ryan
The Baila Foundation *
Judd Weeks
Dana & Steven Weinstein
Keith Weiss
Mark Westcott
Pamela Wilcox
Iris Wittenberg
Todd Woelfl
Janet Yoshida-Gordon
Robert Zapolis
Frank Zuccari

TRIBUTE GIFTS
To Isaac Akers with love in honor of his Bar Mitzvah *
In honor of Tim and Carol Anderson
In honor of Bob Arthur, CEO, Magellan Corporation
Sarajane Avidon
In memory of Paul Breidenbach *
In honor of Miriam Braganza’s Birthday
In honor of Mary Jane and Richard Drews
In Honor of Naomi Grace
In honor of Arlo Guthrie and Rising Son Intl.
In the name of Arlo Guthrie
In loving memory of Kenneth Guy *
In memory of Mary Hamilton
In honor of Ed Holstein
In memory of Fred Holstein
In memory of Barbara A. and Kenneth P. Hein
In memory of Bruce Kaplan
In honor of Richard and Patricia Katz
In honor of Jim Kastenholz *
In memory of Phyllis Kawano *
Ben Kirk Memorial Fund, in memory of John Benjamin Kirk *
In memory of Albert Klotnia
In honor of Shelly Luster
In loving memory of Janet Malooley
Marge & Lew Collens in Honor of Jim & Kay Mabie
In honor of Gary and Laura Maurer
In honor of Mike Mann, loved by many, from Don McLellan and the Funky Old Souls Band
In memory of Mike Mann *
In honor of Margaret Carioti and Patrick Murphy
In Honor of Rinaldo Olff
In memory of Gwen Pippin *
In honor of Ethel Polk on her birthday
In honor of Jamie Rachlin
In honor of Gary Rejebian
In honor of Judith Roth’s Both Birthday *
In memory of Bob Simmons
In honor of Charles Vinpal
In honor of Michael Warner *
*indicates multiple gifts

ENDOWMENT:
Support is provided from funds named to honor and remember:
Loretta Dancer
Steve Goodman
Pat Gordon
Brendan Hedges
Fred Holstein
Bruce Kaplan
Myrna Lande
David Keats Marcovitz
Ray Nordstrand
Old Town School Teacher Support and Development Fund
Elkin Pincus
Christopher Saathoff
Win Stracke

THE UNBROKEN CIRCLE
The Unbroken Circle recognizes those who make the School part of their future legacy by including the School in their estate plans (in a will, trust, or other form of future estate planning).
Anonymous (3)
Marjorie Benton
John and Barbara Cizza
Leona G. Dancer
Steven and Deborah Duke
Phyllis J. Gilfoye
Nancy Emrich Freeman
Adam and Carey Hecktman
Larry Herman
Joseph and Angela Holtzman
Mary Ittelson
Helen Jameson
David A. Johnson
Sue Kessell
Rita Knorr
George Levison
Alf and Carol McConnell
Gordon and Meridyth McIntosh
Bryan Oakley
Ethel Polk
Joel Smith
Shauna Babcock and Gary Snyderman
Bruce Rosenberg and Debbie Solomon
Rick Tuttle
Richard Warren

SPECIAL GIFTS
Richard and Patricia Katz
Sanna Longden
Richard Warren and WFMT
Kish Khemani, Chairman
Gary Maurer, Vice Chairman
Don McLellan, Vice Chairman
James Rachlin, Vice Chairman
Juan Pablo Reyes, Treasurer
John Shea, Secretary

Robert P. Arthur
Mary Beth Berkoff
Denise Bindelgass Morris
Timothy Davis
Louise Frank
Eric Guth
Mark Ishaug
Ra Joy
James Kastenholz
Susan Kessell
Michelle S. Ley
Meredith Mack
Christopher S. McGuire
Pat Moran
James Newcomb
Bryan K. Oakley
Robert D. Ospalik
John B. Palmer, III
Ken M. Pelletier
Tim Porter
Gayle Prete
Mike Prussian
Douglas P. Regan
Alejandro Riera
David Rownd
Stacey Sather
Elizabeth M. Solaro
Kate Tomford
Eli Tullis
Michael Warner

DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
John B. Palmer, III, Co-Chair
Eli Tullis, Co-Chair
Robert P. Arthur
Gary Maurer
Christopher S. McGuire
James Newcomb
Robert D. Ospalik
Stacey Sather
Michael Warner
Eli Tullis

FINANCE AND AUDIT COMMITTEE
Juan Pablo Reyes, Co-Chair
Timothy Davis, Co-Chair
Robert D. Ospalik
Don McLellan
John Shea
Michael Warner
Douglas P. Regan
James Rachlin

NOMINATING AND GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE
Robert D. Ospalik, Co-Chair
Kate Tomford, Co-Chair
Gary Maurer
John Shea
Mary Beth Berkoff
Tim Porter
Michelle Ley
Robert P. Arthur

STRATEGIC PLANNING AND OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE
Ken Pelletier, Co-Chair
Don McLellan, Co-Chair
John B. Palmer, III
Louise Frank
Michelle Ley
Elizabeth Solaro
Mark Ishaug

COMPLIANCE COMMITTEE
Michael Warner, Co-Chair
Denise Bindelglass Morris
Michelle Ley
Susan Kessell
David Rownd
EXECUTIVE TEAM
Bau Graves, Executive Director
Scott Lundius, Director of Education and Programs
Troy Hansbrough, Senior Director of Programming
Dave Zibell, Marketing Director
Mary Jane Drews, Director of Institutional Advancement
Gail Tyler, Administration Director
Dawn Patch, Director of Operations
Uday Joshi, Director of Engagement and Innovation

THE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM FOLKS
Erin Flynn, Program Manager: Children’s Music
Ian Wilson, Program Manager: Adult & Teen Music
Melissa Mallinson, Program Manager: Education Outreach
Alicia Manson, Program Manager: Visual Arts & Summer Camp
Krista Ortgiesen, Program Manager: Private Lessons/Data Management
Jimmy Tomasello, Program Manager: Guitar, Bass & Songwriting
Kim Davis, Program Manager: Dance & Movement

THE MARKETING FOLKS
Nick Macri, Concert Marketing Manager
Simone Martin-Newberry, Designer
Joana Olson, Digital Marketing Specialist
Kevin Viol, Digital Assets Producer

THE ENGAGEMENT AND INNOVATION LAB
Karima Daoudi, Engagement Manager

DEVELOPMENT & MEMBERSHIP FOLKS
Gary Snyderman, Director of Individual Giving
Jeffrey Georlett, Institutional Giving Manager
Tracy Kennedy, Manager, Business and Corporate Relations
Anita O’Connell, Development Manager
Janet Sayre, Database Administrator

FINANCE & HUMAN RESOURCES
Miriam Braganza, Finance Director
Craig Kraus, Human Resource Director
Marta Davila, Human Resource Generalist
Meg Miller, Finance Associate
Jim DelFosse, Finance Associate
Margarita Roman, Staff Accountant

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Gregg Tager, IT Director
Kevin Matsuo, Web Developer
Gregg Ostrom, Systems Associate
Jason Pritchett, IT Help Desk Associate

SPECIAL SERVICES
Jenna Murfin, Manager of Artist Engagement
Cybele Seifert, Teen Open Mic Manager

THE RESOURCE CENTER
Colby Maddox, Resource Center Manager
Carolyn Horyn, Audio Archivist

CUSTOMER SERVICE TEAM
Erin English, Customer Service Director
Julie Bettencourt, Customer Service Manager
Cybele Seifert, Customer Service Manager
Aerin Tedesco, Customer Service Manager
Eric Unger, Equipment & Setup Manager
Bill Vandercook, Customer Service Manager
Lorena Velazquez, Customer Service Manager
Vanessa Vincent, Customer Service Manager
Louis Bardales
Chris Baxter
Diane Blumensaadt
Zoraida Castilblanco
Megan Coles
Gia Margaret Comes
Raul Cotaquispe
Dan Crowley
Shane Hopkin
Jack McLean-Hall
Conor McShane

THE MUSIC STORE FOLKS
Tim Joyce, Director of Retail Operations
Mike Moran, Buyer
Bailey Doyle, Receiving Manager
Rebecca Jasso, Floor Manager
Ryan Cleary
Jason Derisiers
Mike Drassler
Conor Kelch
Areva Lindo
Laura Wallace

THE CAFÉ
Jenny Urban, Café Manager
Devin Bean
Eirik Jensen
Angie Maloney
Candy Minx
Judith Sample
Matthew Spain

MAINTENANCE
Angelo Pavlakis, Maintenance Engineer
Roberto Avila
Teresa Avila
Irma Leal
Ludoviko Martinez
Etleva Rexhepi
Juan Rodriguez
Maria Rodriguez
Fernando Salazar
Judy Sandoval

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Darlene Meissner
Alana Parekh
Andrew Sa
Mary Tilden
Noah Vandercook
Tayler Williams

THE EVENT WRANGLERS
Alisa Baum, Director of Events: Concerts
Mateo Mulcahy, Director of Community Projects and Events
Raul Fernandez, Field Trip Coordinator
Kaitlin Higgins, Volunteer Manager & Concert Production Coordinator
Stephanie Maieritsch, Production Coordinator

THE CAFÉ
Jenny Urban, Café Manager
Devin Bean
Eirik Jensen
Angie Maloney
Candy Minx
Judith Sample
Matthew Spain

MAINTENANCE
Angelo Pavlakis, Maintenance Engineer
Roberto Avila
Teresa Avila
Irma Leal
Ludoviko Martinez
Etleva Rexhepi
Juan Rodriguez
Maria Rodriguez
Fernando Salazar
Judy Sandoval
TEACHING ARTISTS
John Abbey
Sandra Adrian
Samir Ahmed
Anne-Marie Akin
Salahudddeen Alamin
Michelle Alba
James Allenspach
Valerie Alpert
Bruce Altice
Jessica Andreadis
Lisa Antonio
Luciano Antonio
Katherine Athanasiou
Michael Austin
Glenda Baker
Manuel Bances
Karen Banks-Lubicz
Tisa Batchelder
Keith Baumann
James Becker
Paul Bedal
Dona Benkert
Christine Berrong
Brandi Berry
Scott Besaw
Janell Bjorklund
Michael Blackburn
Alexis Bloor
Nathan Blackburn
Marianne Bossert
David Bragman
William Brickey
Kevin Brown
Matthew Brown
Margaret Browning
Andrea Bunch
Gregory Cahill
Karen Callam
Patrick Cannady
Rene Cardoza
Obari Cartman
John Cassidy
Carlos Chacon
Li-Ying Chang
Elizabeth Chidester
Idy Ciss
Darlynn Cole
Typhanie Coller
Daniel Connolly
Greta Connor
Marisa Cordeiro
Carlos Corrier
Christopher Corsale
Dillinea Costa
Paul Cotton
Christopher Courtney
Kathryn Cowan
Laura Crotte
Robert Cruz
Tania Daley
Anita Darwish
Nicholas Davio
Rachel Dawson
Steve Dawson
Geraldo De Oliveira
Roberto DeFreitas
Susan Demel
Michael Demikis
Ashley Deran
Harry Detry
Deanna Devore
James Dewan
Guy Dillon
Laura Doherty
Geoffrey Dolce
Jeffrey Doney
Stephen Doyle
Mark Dvorak
Oziwell Ecford
Alan Ehrich
Laurie Empen
John Erickson
Michael Espinosa
Jarod Facknitz
Alejandro Farha
Farah Farid
Chris Farrell
Joseph Filisko
Patrick Finnegan
Timothy Fisher
Cassandra Fox
Joel Frankel
Wendi Freeman
Matthew Friddle
Daniel Fullkerson
Aislinn Gagliardi
Natalie Galey
Sara Galle
Jeffrey Gandy
Heitor Garcia
Paulo Garcia
Gregory Geffrard
Paul Giallorenzo
Brenda Gilbert
Bobbie Goins
John Goldman
Christina Gorman
Allison Grabarczyk
Melissa Grant
Marshall Greenhouse
Mary Grimes-Kelly
Jennifer Guglielmi
Joshua Guy
Emily Haines
Alison Hamilton
Michael Hammerman
Jane Hanna
Kendra Harris
Laurie Hartung
Shana Harvey
Julie Hellenius
Kate Henerey
Donna Herula
Meagan Hickman
Judith Higgins
Gabriela Hirsh
William Hohnke
Ed Holstein
Katie Hosch Mazuy
John Huber
Jeffrey Hunter
Steve Hutchins
Cheryl Irwin
Beth Iska
Anna Jacobson
Evan Jacobson
Mehran Jallili
Oscar Jasso
David Jennings
Elisabeth Johnson
Maryanne Johnson
Debbie Kazczynski
Carol Kaye
Thomas Kaszulanis
Nora Kerr
Grant Kessler
Charles Kim
Elizabeth Klassen
Gwen Klemenz
Paul Kolodny
Karolyn Kuehner
Mary Kwan
Elise LaBarge
Diana Laffey
Sarah Lagimodiere
Maura Lally
Dan Landt
Christina Lange
Schlag
George Lawler
Carole Lee
Marchello Lee
Jennifer Leininger
Steve Levitt
Linda Lubell
Juan Lucero
Eric Lugosch
Colby Maddox
Eileen Mallary
Ronnie Malley
Leonard Marsh
Jessica Martino
Maya Marzullo
Ryan Mayer
Laurisha McClarin
William McInnes
Jessi McIntosh
Paula McKernan
Reginald McLaughlin
John Mead
Gabriel Medina
Michael Miles
Danny Miller
Shelley Miller
Elaine Moore
Stephen Morris
Corinne Mucha
Timothy Mulvenna
Daniel Mulvihill
Jose Murillo
Rosemary Nadolsky
Shoji Naito
Meghan Nally
Reenee Nanzer
Alka Nayyar
Troy Neihardt
Richard Neuhaus
Robert Newhouse
Eric Noden
Carey Farrell
Carina Ficker
Cassandra Filer
Kerry Finegan
Julia Fisher
Marlene Fisher
Jean Fitzgerald
Kathryn Fitzgerald
Ellen Fitzmorris
Cad Fling
Susan Fong
Shannon Ford
Carol Francis
Marla Frank
Yakira Frank
Yvonne Frazier
Katie Freeman
Andrew Friesema
Melanie Fritz
Belinda Fuller
Eric Futra
Dhvanika Gandhi
Ricardo Garcia
Ann Gaskin
Morgan Gaskin
Leslie Gestautas
Marsha Gilden
Jay Giusti
Larry Glickman
Jessica Gockley
Sarah Godek
Katharine Goktuna
Romey Goldstein
Melanie Gonzalez
Betzaida Gonzalez-Rico
Kelly Goodall
Stephanie Gowler
Darlene Gramigna
Deborah Granite
Regina Gray
Tom Green
Edward Greene
John Patrick Griffin
DiDi Grimm
Qi Gu
Donna Gustin
Randy Hackler
Christine Hadley
Buthaina (Beth) Hakamy
Elizabeth Hall
Leora Krause
Brian Krumm
Christine Krumsee
Tree Kuberski
Vanda Kvatkovski
Antonia Lalagos
Debra LaMantia
Karen Laner
Laura Lang
Thomas Lanza
Andrew Larkin
Kesha Larkins
Mark Lawton
Michael Leff
Josh Lefley
Edmond Leonard
Alex Leong
James Leyba
Allison Loecke
Carly Loonan
Jennifer Lopez
Tracey Lowenthal
Adam Lubin
Lois Lubin
Pam Lund
Brittany Mabry
Miles Mabry
Janet MacDonald
Linda Maher
Christine M Malcom
Laurie Mallon
Mary Ann Malloy
Lynn Malnekoff
Malka Marcell
AJ Marin
Lucky Marlovitz
Joe Mason
Jess Mattison
Mary McCann Sanchez
Grace McCullough
Lisa McDonald
Caitlin McGarry
Russell McGonagle
Steve McIntyre
Will McKenna
Paula McKernan
Ruth Bell Mejias
Marjory Melfi
George Melvage
Ana Miriam Menjivar Mohill
John Menjivar Mohill
Cristina Mercader
Sara Mergenthal
Bob Merkl
Kate Merkle
Gella Meyerhoff
Bob Mickey
Amber Miller
Sarah Mitchell
Dario Miura
Erica Moen
Kate Molitor
Laura Molzahn
Bradley Morgan
Kelly Mote
Jo-Elle Munchak
Ana Munteanu
Patrick Murphy
Judy Nathan Chapin
Bob Nelson
Rebecca Nelson
Susan Newman
Alena Nguyen
Aja Nichols
Katherine Nichols
Lillian Nishimura
Jack Oblaza
Kathleen O'Brien
Kelly O'Connell
Jim O'Donnell
Sean O'Donnell
Dennis O'Donoghue
Suzanne Ogawa
Vera Onate
Heidi Osterhout
Yolanda Palmer
Mary Lu Papada
Eric Paskey
Shoshannah Pass
Gail Patejunas
Sharon Payton
Rachel Penn
Shari Pergrich
Jeff Perpich
Melody Perpich
Anton Peters
Derrill Peters
Robert Peterson
Tom Petrillo
Katie Pinter
Julia Popham
Michael Popuch
Joel Porterfield
David Potts
Sallyann Price
Clayton Purdy
Madeleine Puschautz
Sheila Quinn
Byron Raila
Shanti Raman
Lori Ramos
Ronald Rangel
Diane Regner
Alane Repa
Cynthia Resser
Stephanie Reynolds
Michael Rice
Suzanne Ritchie
Sam Rodgers
Jamal Rogers
Linda Rosencranz
Ron Roszak
Jeffrey Rovner
Peggy Rubens
Ricardo Ruiz Mesa
Holly Rumpel
Sally A Runyan
Martha J. Rusk
Katrina Ryan
Carolyn Saffer
Nina Saito
Heather Salus
Judith Sample
Matt Schaefer
Ted Schaffner
Cynthia Scheffler
Susan Schomburg
Sabine Schuller
Susan Schultz
Benjamin Schwartz
Janeen Scott
Sharon Seeder
Betty Segal
Laura Selby
Julie Sells
Heidi Serwer
Connie Sexton
Ray Shanahan
Helenmary Sheridan
Jacqui Shine
Keishonda Simms
William Singerman
Ann Sleeva
Eric Slehofer
Abbey Smith
Deirdre M. Smith
Eric Smith
Karen Smith
Aaron Solomon
Steven Solomon
Gerta Sorensen
Bill Spear
Amelia Stamsta
Anne Sticksel
Betsy Storm
Kathy Stowe
Peter Strickland
Diana Strzalka
Deborah Styka
Heather Styka
Randy Styka
Chad Sutton
Rachelle Sutton
Brian Taylor
Allison Tenn
Emma Terhaar
Katie V. Thompson
Brett Thornsberry
Benjamin Tompkins
Daniel Toot
Adam Torres
Sarah Valle
Stephen Van Houten
Thomas Vencill
Mariko Ventura-Flood
Carol Veome
Eileen Vesey
Janina Vida
Jonathan Vida
Rawson Vint
Natalia Vyrvich
Anna Wagner
Erin Wallace
Michael Wallace
Emily Wardell
Nancy Warren
Yvonne Washington
Kathryn Weatherly
Joni Weidenaar
Libby Weitnauer
Darnice White
Leah Williams
John (Tony) Willis
Barbara Winston
Evelyn Wisniewski
Sarah Witri
Justine Woen
Renee Woods
Micah Wren
Jacque Wurzelbacher
Makiko Yamauchi
Judy Yates
Ann Yi
Carol Yoken
Philip York
Ellen Yoshihara
Ashley Young
Donald Zaloudek
OUR MISSION

The Old Town School of Folk Music teaches and celebrates music and cultural expressions rooted in the traditions of diverse American and global communities.

*Old Town School of Folk Music enseña y celebra música y expresiones culturales arraigadas en las tradiciones de diversas comunidades de América y del mundo.*